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FREE UP SPACE ON YOUR DESK
Maybe you’re a minimalist at heart. Or maybe you only use one

INCREASE PRODUCTIVITY
AND SCREEN SPACE

HAVE AS MUCH SCREEN REAL
ESTATE AS POSSIBLE

monitor, but you need space for other hardware on your desk.

If you need your hardware to work as hard as you do, then a dual

If your work is so detailed and intensive that you need way more

If that’s the case, then a single monitor setup is perfect for you.

monitor setup is ideal for you. Having multiple programs open on

screen space than the average person, then a triple monitor setup

Choose a mount that clips to the edge of your desk to maximize

different screens makes multi-tasking a breeze. And if you want

is the way to go. Using three or more screens allows you to multi-

the real estate of your workspace, or choose one with a USB

to, say, stream in landscape on one screen while you chat with

task effectively, which means you get more done in less time. But

hub that makes it easy to connect your microphone, speakers

your team or followers in portrait mode on another screen, a dual

there’s no need to be all work and no play—having three moni-

or any other hardware you need to have close at hand. YOr skip

monitor setup makes this possible. Plus there are a tons ways to

tors makes your gameplay immersive (particularly racing games).

the desk altogether and attach your monitor to the wall using a

customize this: mount them on a dual monitor arm on your desk;

And if you need even more screens, use an extension kit to give

retractable mount that lets you move the screen to wherever you

put them next to each other on a wall; attach a monitor to your

yourself endless options.

need it.

wall and use a laptop on your desk.
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ARCTIC MOUNTS AT A GLANCE

Z1 Basic

Z2 Basic

Z3 Pro (Gen 3)

LH1

W1A

Z1 (Gen 3)

Z2 (Gen 3)

Z3 Basic

Z+1 Pro

W1B

Z1 Pro (Gen 3)

Z2 Pro (Gen 3)

Z1-3D (Gen 3)

Z2-3D (Gen3)

Z+2 Pro

W1C

W1-3D
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PORTRAIT
LANDSCAPE

MONITOR MOUNTS FEATURES

Flexible monitor orientation
Some applications require the monitor to be used in portrait
orientation. With our easily adjustable monitor arms, the screens

Use multiple screens with ease

can be moved into the desired format within seconds.

Using multiple monitors is a more efficient way to
work. The extended field of view makes it possible to
keep track of all important applications, simplifying
many work processes and saving time.

MULTI
MONITOR
CABLE
MANAGEMENT
HEIGHT
ADJUSTABLE

USB HUB

Easily accessible USB ports

Ergonomic screen adjustment

The handy USB hub makes it easy to

Our monitor arms are height adjustable and allow you

connect USB devices directly to your

to achieve an ideal, ergonomic screen setting.

desk. Up to four USB devices can be
connected at the same time.

Hide unsightly cables
Say goodbye to cable chaos. The integrated cable management
of our monitor arms corrals loose cables and restores order to
your workstation.

Installation made easy
With just a few simple steps and the

FLEXIBLE

included tool, the monitor arm can be

MORE SPACE

mounted and ready to use in no time at

Increased work surface
A monitor arm reduces desk clutter and

all. Online video tutorials make installation even easier.

frees up space for the important things.

Turn, swivel, tilt

EASY
MOUNTING

An ARCTIC monitor arm ensures a completely
new and improved work experience at your
screens. In addition to the usual turning, swiveling and tilting, the monitors can be flexibly
moved in any direction desired.
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READY TO BUILD YOUR PERFECT SETUP?
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